


























































































































































































THE MEGACORPORATIONS 
12/4/2003 

 

encubed by Alar Sloar 10.06.3511 

 

The rise of the Megacorporation shaped our age as no other event has, including the invasion of 

the Kryomek.  While the background factors and political events that led to the unprecedented 

power of the Megacorporations have been covered in a variety of articles, this article focuses on 

their overall organization and key products, as well as their security troops. 

 

 

Pandaris Prime (psycho-communications, dimensional mapping, historio-mathematics) 

• Biotekrak – human biogenetic and psychological research 

• Meriden Mapping – dimensional mapping, space exploration, astral navigation 

equipment and software 

• HM-Panadaris – historio-mathmatics, statistical and data mining software 

 

One of the first Megacorps, Pandaris Prime finances huge research projects in the fields of 

psycho-communications. It pioneered and now monopolizes the probability mapping of 

dimensional manifolds (Dimans). This Megacorp has made notable advances in historio-

mathematics and psycho-historical control theory. Specializing in numbers, psychology and 

practical application of abstract theory, Pandaris Prime has demonstrated that huge amounts of 

money can be made through research breakthroughs. Perhaps more than any other Megacorp, 

Pandaris has benefited from the Great Push into new regions of space. Perhaps more than any 

other Megacorp, Pandaris has more to lose from the Kryomek Invasion. 

 

While Pandaris Prime has been less visibly violent than the other Megacorps, they are vigorous 

in defending their facilities and concessions. Pandaris security troops are well equipped, and 

seem to favor red uniforms, especially the Corp Marines. Rival Megacorp execs have accused 

Pandaris of industrial espionage and the extensive use of double agents, rumors that Pandaris 

execs deny. 

 

 

Agarax (cybernetics, robotics) 

• Cerabex (cyberneural systems) 

• Ksirus (Talos) 

• Vector Space Developments (missiles) 

• IndRobSys – industrial robotic systems, enterprise management systems 

 

Agarax rose to prominence as the primary user and developer of cybernetic technologies, 

believing that man’s destiny lies in robotics. While their initial growth came from the rapid 

expansion of the market for industrial robots, the Great Push and the associated riots provided 

the opportunity to market combat robotics. Creating the Ksirus subsidiary with AI scientists from 

Cerabex and mechanical engineers from IndRobSys, Agarax was the first to deploy effective 

Cybernetic Battlefield Units (CBUs). The R&D funds and profits from their military contracts 

gave Agarax such an edge that rival firms either went bankrupt or were bought by Agarax. 

 



Agarax security troops usually dress in dark blue uniforms, including the armor of their Corp 

Marines.  To date, Agarax appears content with the Cobra Marine armor, none of the more 

advanced Brodie suits have been identified.  As such, their primary weapons seem to be combat 

rifles and autoshotguns. 

 

 

Hajunka (biggest megacorp, heavy industry, spaceships) 

• Moa (bipedal chasis (stryders)) 

• Hardon & Kluvis (rifles, etc. ‘HAK’) 

• Van Kyling Manufacturing (space ship building) 

• Standard Mining 

• Mik-Guryev (heavy ground transport) 

 

Hajunka, perhaps the largest of all Megacorps, specializes in heavy industrial structures. It has a 

panhumanic monopoly for the construction of the big Diman (Dimensional Manifold) 

spaceships. In spite of this, its most famous product is the space folding equipment that has 

allowed Man to colonize the Galaxy. As a result, Hajunka received what other Megacorps claim 

is a disproportionate share of the concession territories granted by Nexus. Rival Megacorps fear 

that the Nexus military’s reliance upon Hajunka for dreadnoughts will cause them to allow 

Hajunka to seize facilities from other Megacorps. Hajunka claims that they are in fact the target 

of not so clandestine raids on their facilities, as smaller corps seek to steal Hajunka technology 

and products. 

 

Hajunka security troops utilize camouflage patterns more than any other Megacorp, especially 

black/grey/white combinations for urban use. Hajunka Corp Marines quickly adapted the Brodie 

Armor suits from Tiko Megacorp, and currently manufacture it under license. Analysis from 

reports of Megacorp raids indicates that Hajunka security troops use more vehicles and combat 

cybernetic units than is typical. 

 

 

Bitarkis (biogen) 

• Biagrotech (chemical and biotech weapons) 

• Genrad (general research and development) 

• Maxim (genetic and bio-enhancement) 

• LifeGen – medical and pharmaceutical products 

 

Bitarkis Megacorp specializes in bio-genetic technologies. Biagrotech started as an agro-genetic 

combine, which moved into sophisticated bio-somatic remodeling of livestock strains. Recently, 

the Megacorp has been rumored to have experimented with humano-somatic remodeling, despite 

Nexus regulations against it. The Bitarkis Weapons Division produces chemical and bio-

chemical weaponry such as the BAT series napalm weapons. The Maxim subsidiary has received 

extensive R&D funding from Nexus to investigate and analyze the Kryomek.  

 

Bitarkis security troops wear green uniforms, suggesting the life sciences that Bitarkis 

specializes in.  Bitarkis has not upgraded their Corp Marines as many of the other 

Megacorporations have, staying with the Cobra Marine level of armor. Recent rumors of 

genetically enhanced human warriors, with quicker reaction times, unusual strength, and 

awesome tactical sense have emerged from competing Megacorps. When asked, Bitarkis 

spokespeople have denied any research or involvement into human genetic engineering. 



 

Tiko 

• Sable (retail stores and distribution) 

• Universal Computer Techologies (UCT) – handheld devices and software 

• Gurtman Weapons Development 

• Brodie Systems – combat armor and individual weapon systems 

 

The fifth firm to achieve Megacorp status, Tiko is less specialized than any of the other 

Megacorps. The original corporation, and still the primary source of profits for Tiko, is the Sable 

Corporation. Completely dominating the retail sector with its motto of “Low prices, no matter 

what the cost”, Sable now handles 90% of all retail sales. As such, it can dictate prices and 

distribution terms to its suppliers. Immensely profitable, Sable has acquired selected corporations 

that offered attractive profit margins in other industries. The three corporations listed above are 

the ones most related to the Nexus Military, which gave Tiko the power to get one of the six 

concessions during the recent shift of power. Although the Nexus Quoromate has refused to 

purchase Brodie Armor for the Nexus Military, all of the Megacorps have. Brodie armor is the 

best armor available to the Megacorps, with an armor rating of 6, self-contained nuclear power 

unit, and high powered GR(ER) weapons. Brodie equipped troops can operate in any 

environment, including space.  

 

Many people wonder about the name Tiko, since it doesn’t seem to relate to the business of the 

Megacorp, nor is it tied to the name of the founding family. Actually, the name is tied to the 

founder of the Sable Retail Corporation, Walton Sams. Somehow he acquired the nickname Tiko 

during his college days. Years later, his grandchildren found out and used to tease him. When 

they brought the corporation to Megacorpation status, they adopted his nickname as the 

Megacorp title to honor his memory. 

 

Tiko security troops are primarily dressed in light blue uniforms, with a circular Tiko 

Megacorporation patch on their left sleeves.  Primary weapons include the GR(ER) for Corp 

Marines, combat rifles and autoshotguns for security troops.  Other security units have been 

known to refer to the Tiko Marines as ‘blue boys, despite the Corp Marines frequent use of 

brown camouflaged battle armor. 

 

 

Centauran/Wolf (originally two competing ground/air vehicle corps, have branched out 

since the merger in 3475) 

• Victoria Lines – space transport and intra-planet travel (airlines, rail, ship) 

• Akme Universal Mining 

• Akme-Coyote Retail  

• Keretaka Korporation (personal weapons, surveillance systems) 

• Dash Transportation Industries (aircraft) 

• Randall-Hollings (vehicles, Randall was from Centauran, Hollings from Wolf before the 

merger) 

 

The last Corporation to achieve Megacorporation status, and to acquire a concession area from 

Nexus, is Centauran/Wolf. The original Corporations at the core of this Megacorp were deadly 

rivals, both competing to have the largest share of the vehicle market. After the assassinations of 

the CEOs of both firms, their successors decided that a merger would be more profitable for 



everyone, and less deadly. Although the merger was first marked by considerable acrimony, the 

synergies have since proven immensely profitable. In particular, the combined Akme Universal 

Mining has a near monopoly on the metal ores that are essential for spaceships and military 

hardware. Protecting these often isolated mines has been very difficult, and Centauran/Wolf 

maintains the largest contingent of Corp Marines.  

 

Security troops are primarily dressed in grey uniforms, with the megacorporation badge on their 

left arms.  The badge consists of black triangle pointed down, containing a wolf’s head, with a 

horizontal white rectangle across the upper portion saying ‘Centauran’.  This is a combination of 

the two previous corporate logos.  In some isolated areas, security troops and facilities may still 

use their original corporate logos, though this is a violation of the current ‘one company’ policy.  

Corp Marines are primarily armed with variants of an SMG from Keretaka, with RR as 

supporting weapons.  The Corp Marines are often referred to as the ‘Grey Wolves’, a holdover 

from their Wolf days.  The elite troops are referred to as the ‘Black Wolves’ due to the black 

operations that they conduct, and are rumored to wear all-black uniforms. 

 

Furtherman Arms  (not a Megacorporation yet, but close) 

• Testron – cyber devices for transplant into humans (still have the medical prosthetics 

division that founded the company) 

• Furtherman Athletics – chain of retail sporting goods and clothing stores supported by a 

large number of factories producing the items sold in the stores. 

• Furtherman Repeaters – the original arms manufacturing division, focused on individual 

weapons, defensive attire, etc.  

• Stallion Motors – military and off-road vehicles of all types, specializing in wheeled and 

tracked vehicles.  Have recently begun production of the Wind series hovercraft under 

license from Nexus (see article). 

 

Furtherman Arms has expanded considerably beyond the projectile throwing weapons company 

that founded the empire. Originally focused on the leisure industry, Furtherman held a profitable 

niche that was unchallenged by other large corporations. With the coming of the Kryomek, 

Furtherman recognized the opportunity to enter military markets, supplying both Nexus and 

other Corporations with vehicles, weapons, and related technology. The success of this strategy 

is evidenced by their continued growth, despite the disruption of the Nexus and Colonial 

economies by the Kryomek. In particular, sales or weapons to the Colonies have grown by over 

1,000% due to the inability of the Nexus Military to supply arms. Furtherman has also benefited 

from the growing demand for small personal weapons by corporate executives fearing 

assassinations. The current fashion of openly wearing a sidearm as evidence of an executive’s 

value to the corporation has made the Furtherman logo both well known and a status symbol. 

 

Executives at Furtherman Arms have been trying to use this new found fame to achieve 

Megacorp status. The current six Megacorporations have strongly opposed this, fearing both the 

loss from their concession areas and the competition from a new rival. Not restricting their 

opposition to the political arena, facility raids, arson, and assassinations have all increased. Since 

many Furtherman Arms facilities are in concession areas held by the rival Megacorporations, 

protecting them has become a significant drain on Furtherman resources. 

 

Security troops are primarily dressed in green uniforms, often in camouflage patterns.  This dates 

back to the origins of the corporation as a primary source of hunting equipment.  Corp Marines 



are primarily armed with combat rifles and chain guns.  The Corporate emblem is a red hexagon 

with a horizonal bar saying ‘Furtherman Arms’, worn on the left sleeve. 

 

 

Bee-Dins (not a Megacorporation, but growing) 

• Brandonski Corp - Agricultural products and equipment. Products include a variety of 

food and drinks including beer, processed meats. Primary supplier of rations to the 

Nexus Military. 

• Steven AG – insect related industries including foods such as honey and medicines 

derived from insects. Recently contracted to conduct detailed studies of Kryomek 

anatomy and psychology. 

 

Bee-Dins Corporation (BDC) came to prominence as a result of the Kryomek invasion. BDC has 

the foremost experts in insects, and they were quickly able to identify many similarities between 

the Kryomek and insects. The Nexus Military immediately granted several large R&D contracts 

to BDC to investigate weapons and tactics that could be used against the Kryomek. BDC 

scientists have also been very valuable in analyzing Kryomek strategies, and their cultural 

organization. While BDC is nowhere near large enough to become a Megacorporation, their 

rapid growth and tremendous profitability have given them political clout far beyond their size. 

 

BDC security troops wear black and yellow color schemes, including their recently formed Corp 

Marine contingent in Brodie Armor. Their primary weapons are the GR(ER), supported by 

recoilless rifles. BDC has been working on nerve agents to disable or kill the Kryomek, and 

some of their Corp Marines have been spotted in Kryomek infested zones with grenade launchers 

and howitzers. If they can develop a gas that kills the Kryomek but doesn’t harm humans, that 

could be the answer to the continued attacks by the Kryomek. 

 

 

Ferguson Enterprises  

• Roberts LLC – metal products in a variety of forms including cast and rolled. Provides 

specialty metals to other Corporations. Primary supplier of combat armor to Nexus. 

• Peters AG – atmospheric and trans-atmospheric craft. Specialize in short production 

run, special purpose craft. 

• Shirlee Products – ceramic products ranging from artistic products through ceramic 

armors that are acid resistant. 

 

Continuing with our examination of large corporations that could make the transition to 

Megacorporation in the near future, we come to Ferguson Enterprises. Probably the oldest, and 

most venerable firm of those we’ve studied, Ferguson Enterprises has not acquired or merged 

with other corporations to the extent that other firms have. While this has slowed their growth, 

they have retained dominant positions in their existing markets. The growing need for military 

armor and equipment has greatly increased their business, and analysts predict that Ferguson 

Enterprises will have the net value to achieve Megacorporation status within 3-5 years. Their 

growth has strained relations with the existing Megacorporations, resulting in some contract and 

raw material difficulties. Recent changes in the Ferguson Enterprises security forces may 

indicate a shift in tactics by the board of directors. 

 



Ferguson Enterprises security troops follow a medium blue and white color scheme, the 

corporate symbol being a rectangular blue patch with a white X extending from corner to corner. 

To date, only Cobra Marine armor has been spotted, but rumors of Brodie Armor equipped 

troops are spreading.  

 

 

Martini Corporation 

• BPI – information technology integration company, most Megacorps use software 

developed by BPI to run their operations. Provide combat simulation software to 

Nexus. 

• SEAN LLC – public and political relations firm. Develop marketing campaigns for 

many Megacorps, run political campaigns for politicians throughout human space time 

• MSF Inc – accounting and auditing firm, provides services to most corporations and 

planetary governments. Prepares and monitors Nexus Military budgets. 

• Deetzah Inc – the firm that first created the inter-planetary communication system that 

allows IPC enabled devices to almost instantly exchange data. Deetzah continues to 

manage the Nexus Interplanetary Communication System (NICS or in digit-head 

slang, the Net) for Nexus. They also provide advanced communication systems and 

software to other companies. 

 

Recent mergers have catapulted the Martini Corporation into the spotlight. Fearing their 

destruction at the hands of the larger Megacorps, the corporations that formed Martini banded 

together for greater financial and military security. A number of execs have expressed concern 

over the foremost accounting firm joining with rival manufacturing and IT firms. They believe 

that the inside information that MSF and BPI possesses will allow Martini an unprecedented 

inside view of the other corporations. This information could be used to gain competitive 

advantage, or to target key facilities and executives of rival firms. Martini has been very 

aggressive in denying these fears, and claims that all proprietary information gained by their 

subsidiaries is compartmented at a low enough level that Martini execs cannot get access. 

 

Despite these assurances, rival firms point to the rapid recruiting and equipping of a large Corp 

Marine force by Martini as evidence of their hostile intentions. Martini spokespeople point to the 

threats made against them by rival corporations, and claim their build up is purely defensive in 

nature. However, the recent appearance of their red suited Corp Marines in Brodie Armor at all 

Martini facilities, brings into question the need for such a rapid expansion of security forces. 

Well equipped with the latest Wind Vehicles, security walkers and similar equipment, the 

Martini Corp Marines seem particularly well equipped for defense. 

 

 

 


